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A:BS!RACT

'!his report is a descriptive analysis of data obtained from
the files of girls terminated from treatment at Albertina Kerr
Center between

.r~

1st,

1975

and

Jul.J' 1'3t, 1976. The purpose

of the study is to identify factors that contribute to the high

runaway rate which plagnes the

suggestions

£~

~enter,

and to otfer the agency

dealing with the growing problem.

0Ur findings

S\1ggest that there a.re two

who a.re apt to be prematurely
rm.ming behavior.

t~rmina.ted

g'rOUpS·

from the

of residents

p~ogram

due to

We have called the first group character

disordered children, while the second consists of children who
experience·. extreme separation anxiety whe;n placed in the institution.
'fhe report concludes with recommendations for.dealing with the
identified groups.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODlJC'fION

The Problem
This study was undertaken a.t the request of Albertina Kerr Center,
a residential program for teen-age girls, where staff have been troubled
by the accelerating problem 0£ runaways from the facility.

The hazards

facing the girl on the run, the intensification of.her problems as a
result of running, the break in the continuity of her treatment program
and other logistic complications, constitute the basis for serious con~
.
.
earn. This concern ha.a intensified due to the increased number of girls
being prematurely terminated from the program because of :r;una.wa.y
behavior.
Premature termination of treatment bas three separate facets.
First there are the pre-existing fa.otors within the girl and her envircnment, from which she has developed the pattern of coping with problems
by flight.

These factors, though external to the treatment facility,

continue to influence her after placement. Probably the most potent of
such influences is the family.
Second, there a.re factors internal to the agency which are signi.f'icant, such as staf":f' turnover, lack of adequate orientation, and
limitations of the facility.
Finally, there are the philosophical differences between the
agency and the community which constitute the third facet of the problem.

_c'

+
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Albertina. Kerr Center recognizes that running away ma.y be an experience
which can be integrated into the treatment process if a girl returns
and is confronted with the consequences of her behavior.

The community,

however, may see her runs as a failure of the treatment program.

In

many instances the girl who has run is not returned to the Albertina

Kerr Center after she bas been located, but!is placed elsewhere by her
caseworker, her family or the court.
sibility

may

The girl who is aware of this pos-

perceive running as a means of avoiding behavior change,

and specifically as a means of getting out of the Albertina Kerr cmttet".

'rhe present study is an outgrowth of Albertina Kerr Center's
search for wqs of dealing with their runaway problem.
PuJ#pose of the Studz
Essentially this study is designed to explore some of the demographic, social and institutional factors thought to be related to premature termination of treatment.
on the basis of the above

factors~

Our purpose is to determine whethe;t",
it is possible· to distinguish, at

referral or early in the program, between girls who will achieve their
treatment goals and those whose treatment will be terminated without
behavior change.

We have placed special emphasis on runaway behavior

because running away has been identified by the Albertina. Kerr Center
staff as the primary reason for premature termination of treatment.
Our objective is to contribute descriptive information to
Albertina Kerr Center which may be useful in dealing with the problem
the agency has identified, by pointing to possible modifications in
policies, programs, and procedures, and by identifying areas needing
more definitive research.

c:·
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Since the problem of premature termination due to runaway behavior
is common to residential treatment centers in this a;rea, we hope the re. sul ts of the study will be informative to other agencies and institutions

providing a. similar service.
Agenoz Philosophy and Setting

To understand the unique problems besetting Albertina Kerr Center
for

Chi~dren

it is necessary to examine 1) the philosophy of treatment

a.nd 2) the physica.l_ setting, because both a.re influencing the life
experience of the child in residence. The agency staff bas been struggling to determine the reasons for their high ra.te or runaway. Both the
treatment philosophy and the living facilities a.re presently under
examination tq determine areas of potential. oba.nge which might provide
more effective ca.re and treatment of the adolescent in the residential
program.
Basically the Albertina. Kerr Center treatment program ba.s been
developed on the principles 0£ a. therapeutic· community.

This therapeutic

community' model offers a total approach to treatment of disturbed
adolescents, in the belief that a.11 interpersonal interaction offers
the opportunity for a therapeutic experience.
1

volves two primary assumptions:

The Center's program in-

1) The child's a.n.ti-sooia.l behavior

is seen as an interpersonal and social phenomenon which reveals itself
in the girl's troubled relationships with people; and 2) the Center's

social milieu is regarded as a primary means of treatment because it
provides the girl with an environment to test out new and suocessf'ul
behaviors in a. safe atmosphere.

An important aspect of milieu therapy

is the constant feedback the child receives from her peers and

c
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significant adults, providing her with support and reinforcement to continue these new, more positive behaviors.

A team treatment approach

i~

in effect at Albertina. Kerr Center.

There are four treatment teams, each comprised of a social worker, a
lead child ca;re worker and several child

~e

workers.

Fa.ch team is

assigned to a. particular living group which cares for seven to fourteen
girls.

Each team operates a. program refiecting the -needs of the children

in their ca.re, emphasizing particular talents of team members.

The use

ot the small group concept allows for stability, consistency a.nd close
relationships between staff and girls.
Various modes of treatment a.re available to the girls, including
peer group therapy, individual therapy, single family or mttltiple family
therapy, and mother-daughter group therapy.

The living group also con-

ducts group meetings weekly to deal with the problems related to group
living.
-~

Further, the girls are given feedback regarding their behavior

weekly progress reports initiated. by the child ca.re staff.

i*bese

reports give the girls additional information about their progress within
the group.
Presently Albertina Kerr Center has an open-door policy:

During

the day there are no locked doors and the girls a.re allowed to come and
go a.s they please, providing they secure permission of staff.

Rationale

for the policy is that the girls must learn inner control, learning which

is best acquired when the setting does not impose external physical
restraints.
'fhe f'aeility consists of three buildings.

The ma.in building,

known as Kathryn Carlson Home, includes three living groups or "halls"
called Lynn, Jean and Hobbit.

-t'

The home building serves approximately

G\
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thirty girls.

The two remaining buildings a.re James La.kin Cottage,

which accommodates a maximum or thirteen girls, and the Max Tucker
cottage, which houses eight boys.

Both the Kathryn Carlson Home and

the James La.kin Cottage serve as residential treatment facilities for
emotionally disturbed and delinquent girls, ages 12 through 17 years.
The Ma.x Tucker cottage, which serves as a treatment facility for younger
boys, was not included in our study because or its dif£erent population
and treatment focus.

The program, featuring a behavior modification

approach, provides locked doors and close supervision.
Wynne Watts

Hi~

School, located on the Albertina. Kerr Center

campus_ and operated by the Reynolds School District, serves the girls'
educational needs.

It is considered a.n important component of the total

treatment experience, and girls' classes are carefully planned to meet
their~individual

abilities and interests.

Although a majority of the

girls attend Wynne Watts, a few attend other public high schools·within
the oomnmnity, provided they meet the educational and behavioral requirements or the particular school.

Often public school attendance is the

last step leading to a return to the community.

,...

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Concepts of Treatment
Schools and institutions for the youthful offender have a fairly
long history in .America.

The first suoh establishment, the New York
1
House of Refuge, was opened on 1/1/25. Clyde Vedder (1963) states:
"The founders of this House
ma.nu!actory and school.'"

envis~d

the institution as a 'prison,

Other such institutions, oalled reform

schools, were founded in the 1800 1 s,

incl~ing

the first Industrial

School for girls, located in Lancaster, Massachusetts.

Vedder notes

that the term "Industrial School" was used in an effort to remove the
stigma. attached to the earlier label or "Reform School," but this name
also developed Un.desirable connotations and eventually it became common
practice to name correctional

~enters

for persons or locations in an

effort to avoid the stigmatizing label.

However, as Vedder points out,

name changing was not highly effective in changing the "Reform School"
image, particularly since many such

inst~tutions

were slow to revise

their practices.
Traditionally the focus of American institutions for juvenile
offenders has been punishment rather than socialization, despite the
fact that the emphasis on punitiveness "seemed to produce only more
2
hostile and agressive responses from most boys and girls."

./"""'
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Brutality and indifference were widespread in juvenile institutions
in the

mid-19~0's,

parlicula.rly in boys• schools but existing in insti-

tutions for girls as well.

For example Vedder mentions the Home of the

Good Shepherd in a western state:
-..in which are confined all delinquent girls, since the

state has no other facilities for them ••• Frustrating pressures (exist) •• the girls a.re £orbidden to talk or communioa.te in any way while.:, in the dormitory. • • All the
discipline is tied to a point system, stars given for so
many points. Unusually good behavior ea'.rlls an extra. star,
insolence can lose a star, and runnjng a.way can lose all
stars. Two stars allow a two hour visit with the girl's
fa.mily.3
In general, Vedder questions the validity of institutionalization as an

effective means of reconditioning offenders, and sees as a "hopeful
trend" those facilities which "simulating home conditions, ••• provide a
background generally more suitable to reha.bilitation."4
Slater, Cowie and Cowie. {1~68)5 do not see institutional care of
the delinquent girl as necessarily counter-therapeutic.

These authors

·studied 318 girls, ages 14-16; who were committed to the Magdelan
Hospital Classifying School, .a correctional school for girls in England,
during the year 1958.

Three quarters of the girls in the study were ad-

mitted for status offenses, i.e., offenses not subject to legal sanction
after age 17.

The remaining quaxter were primarily charged with theft.

After investigating personal characteristics and family relationships
the authors conclude:
To us it seems more tha.n doubtful whether children should be
allowed to go on living in a. hostile environment, just because
it is the parental home, once their neurotic or delinquent
reaction has been shown. It is indeed a widespread view that
children should not be removed from their natural home even
when it is a bad one ••• This opinion is based on no good evidence that we know. There is no evidence that institutional
life as such~ be detrimental •• ( though) Admittedly, in the

r
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past, institutions have lacked much that we now recognize
as vital for the child's needs.6
New trends in managing delinquent youth appear to be based on a
growing awareness that the punitive approach of the past is ineffective,

combined with an increased understanding of the children's needs and the
belief that some falllilies are too inadequate or pathol'Ogical to socialize
their children.
Since current residential programs tend to f oous on socializing or
treating the delinquent youngster rather than punishing him, it seems
appropriate to consider, briefly, some of the £actors which a.re believed
to be involved in the development of the delinquent.

Ruth Cavan (1962)7

reviews the subject comprehensively, documenting her position:
One by one the attempts to find a 1ll'lita.ry explanation
of all delinquency have failed •• each child works out his
adjustment to himself as a unique being thxough the
guiding complex of socio-cultural relationships which ~e
experiences.a
Some important factors Ms. Cavan recognized are group associations, cultural expectations, and unfavorable family conditions.

Like the w:riters

mentioned earlier, she place~ particular emphasis on the family, citing
studies which indicate:

\

Delinquency-prone families as a group have a greater proportion of rejecting or harsh parents, parents who impress
their children as indifferent to their welfare, parents who
are erratic or lax in discipline, or who offer little for the
{children) to admire or emulate. Delinquency-prone families
a.re more likely than other families to be broken (for some
delinquents there is no family at all), with the female-based
family a common type in some groups. The delinquency-prone
family frequently is financially dependent on outside assistance or public relief ••• There is evidence that an accumulation
or unfavorable factors increases the likelihood that the
{child) will become delinquent •• 9

Ms. Cavan mentions the relative scarcity of studies of delinquent
girls.

,,.,-

Based on the fragmentary material available she concludes:

9
Girl delinquents resemble boy delinquents in age distribution, concentration in lower socioeconomic areas, and
background of disorganized family life. Delinquent boys
seem to be struggling to reach masculine values of success
and status through various competitive devices such as outwitting police, showing courage superior to that or other
delinquent boys,. and finding a way to ga.in money without
ha.rd work. The delinquent girl is concerned with evading
unpleasant interpersonal relationships at home and establishing successful relationships with boys, often defin~d
in terms of ·sexual attraction.10
The delinquent girl, from this point or view, is primarily coping with
a problem of interpersonal relations.
The therapeutic community model for treatment of delinquency is
fo1lllded on this premise.
the social milieu itself

Further, it is "based on the assumption that

can be

the 'instrument of treatment •• (tha.t is) .

that people change, learn and mature as a result of their interpersonal
11
and social relationships and experiences." {Kraft 1966)
In this
treatment model, the traditional distinctions between delinquent and
emotionally disturbed children may be seen as irrelevant.

Regardless or

the means by which a child chooses to express his disturbance, he is
essentially responding to an environment with which he cannot cope.
Kraft identifies
including:

1)

Emphasis on social and group interaction, 2)

communication, 3)
expe~ienoes,

4)

5 characteristics of a therapeutic community,
Focus on

Use of all aspects of daily life as living-learning
Shared responsibility of staff and residents, and 5)

Role expansion, in which traditional sharp delineations between residents,
staf'! a.nd related professionals are blurred.

The aim of the thera-

peutic community is to create a milieu in which individuals may "gain

a.n awareness of their feelings, thoughts, impulses a.nd behavior ••• try
new skills in a relatively safe environment ••• achieve a realistic

appraisal of their social and interpersonal environments •• and increase

I""""'
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their self esteem.n12 Group process and a close relationship with the
outside community a.re important features of such a pro~am.
Fritz Redl (1972) 1 3 whose thinkjng was basic in applying the
therapeutic community concept to residential treatment for children,
identifies 12 aspects of the milieu which
a treatment program for youngsters.

~t

be considered in creating

Redl points out that the complexity

of the milieu is an important consideration, in tha.t the multiple interactions of youngsters, eta.ff, and outside community are difficuJ.t either
to predict or eva.lua.te in terms of their impact on an individual child.
Redl underlines the need !or further investigation into the milieu, how
it influences individuals a.nd how it is created and molded by them.
In 1"950 an experimental treatment center for delinquents was

established, utilizing some of the principleer of the therapeutic community.

Highfields, {McCorltj.e 1958) 14 a small facility associated with

the-New Jersey System of Corrections, houses 20 boys with serious
delinquency records.

:Ba.sic values are security, flexibility and non-

punitive, non-aggressive attitudes on the pa.rt of the staff.

The key

pa.rt of the program is the group session, meeting five evenings a week.
The boys bring out their problems in free discussion, gaining an understanding of the motivations for their misbehavior as well a.s being welded
into a primary group.

There a.re only two standing rules:

1)

No boy may

leave the grounds without being accompanied by a staff member, and 2)
No boy may speak to the women who are patients at the hospital where the
boys work pa.rt-time.

All other rules a.re ma.de by boys and staff together,

and the group handles infractions.

The boys have consid·erable freedom

within the grounds, and may be given additional freedom outside the
facility, with consent of the staff.

~

A relationship is maintained with

11
the outside community through frequent contact, both on outings a.nd in
daily work experience in a nearby neuropsychiatric hospital.
Evaluative research

repo~ted

by Ruth Cavan indicates that

High.fields is somewhat more successful than the New Jersey State
Reformatory for Males, in terms of recidivism.

While results a.re not

conclusive, Ms. Cavan states that "Highfields ••• is regarded a.s pointing
the way toward new methods of rehabilitation for youthful offenders. 1115
The Runaway
"You can't treat 'em if you haven't got •em."

16

While Albertina Kerr Center, like Highfields, is based on a new
and promising concept of treatment, it is plagu.ed with an increasing
runaway problem which
of cases.

This

unde~es

s~ction

the treatment process in a large number

of the review will therefore focus on literature

relating to the runaway, with emphasis on
delinquency and

rimning,

causes of

th~

running~

relationship between

and studies concerned with

youngsters who run from institutions.
Throughout the literature attention is given to the fact that the
phenomenon or runaway youth is common in our modern society.
differ, however, as to the import or the phenomenon.

Writers

.An important issue

is whether or not running is an indication of delinquency.

James

Hildebrand, (1963) 17 in "Why Runaways Leave Home", regards running as a
danger signal, the ru:nner as a "pre-delinquent."
he is aware that

As a police officer,

7CP/o of all delinquents have a history of running. His

study suggests that poor home environment, including pa.rental apathy,
school problems and sexual concerns are the major factors which cause a
youngster to run.

(:"'
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A second study which suggests that running behavior is predictive
8
of delinquency was made by Ivan Nye a.nd James Short (1957)! They listed
12 antisocial behaviors and asked a normal high school. population and
the residents or a boys' training school to rate the behaviors they
used most frequently.

They round that less than

1~

or the high school

population listed running as a preferred behavior, while more than 61%
of the residents of the boys' training schools were runners.

The study

clearly implies a relationship between social deviancy and :running
behavior.
Another point of view is taken by Shallow ~t al., (1967)1.9 in a
study designed to determine
pathological~

wheth~r

or not running away is necessarily

Choosing a sample or )76 young people listed as missing

during a one yea:r period, they concluded that runa~ays fell into two
groups.

The first group, rei"a.tively small in number, consisted of young

people whose running was related to ihdividual or family pathology.

The

second g.r-0up, the majority, consisted or youngsters with no serious disturbance.

These were normal young people who ran only once in response

to an immediate circumstance.
Lillian Ambrosino ·(1971) 20 mentions that technically runaways are
law breakers.

A runaway can be arrested if the pa.rents report the child's

unauthorized absence to the police.

Thus a child can be categorized as

a delinquent for the act of running away.
runaway problem, Greer et a.1.(1972)

In a recent study of the

21 conclude "running away is not a

valid predictor of serious delinquency; although since running away is
presently labelled delinquent behavior, runaways a.re likely to have

.

previous and future delinquency."

The authors imply that the· delinquency

label may operate as a s·elf-fulfilling prophecy.

r;:''"
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Douglas Thom.

(1933) 22 represents the extreme position that there

is no pathology in running away.

He wrote in the 30' s, "Every yea.r,

innumerable children 'run away' for no outstanding reason.

They a.re

pushed on by the spirit of wanderlust that urges the more venturesome
to seek new scenes, new faces, new experiences, and real adventure. 112 3
Thom's view is not representative of most authors, however.

The majority

of studies suggest some psychological or environmental determjnants, or
a combination of both, which motivate a youngster to run.
In the population involved in our study, there is considerable

evidence -of deviancy or pathology, though views differ as to causal
!actors. Mu.ch of the literature concerning runaways deals with the issue
of causation.

Most frequently the runaway. is seen as a symptom of family

pathology; for

~xa.mple

A; Robey and R. A. Rosenwald (1964) 24 studied 42

runaway girls and their families in a clinical setting.

In the families,

which were all intact, they found a general pattern of immature parents
who had poor impulse control and a disturbed marital relationship.
gi~l

The

was subtly pushed by her mother to grow up too soon,. take over

household.responsibilities, and develop a close relationship with her
father.

When the girl developed sexually the father responded by becom-

ing over-restrictive, and the girl ran from her father's restrictions,

her own incestuous wishes, and the fear of causing family

dissolutio~.

D. Wylie et a1.(1958) 25bave a similar view of the runaway as a
symptom of disturbed family relations.

The authors present a case

example in which treatment of the mother of a :runaway girl successfully
re-integrated the girl into the home.

Randall Foster (1963) 26 studied 175 juvenile delinquent boys and
girls, dividing them into runaway and non-runaway groups.

~

He obtained

14
information in three areas:

1)

Demographic, 2)

the parent-child relationship, 3)
activity of the experimental group.

Information regarding

Information regarding the run.a.way
He found a greater incidence of

pa.rent-child separations among the runaways, usually from the father and
occurring before.the child was five years of age.

There was more often

a step-pa.rent in the home in the ;runaway group than in the homes of the
non-runaway subjects.

Foster also found that the incidence of physical

aggression and open sexual activity in the home was three times as frequent in the runaway' s homes.

The author concludes from his study·

that ••• "the loss of a pa.rent or the presence of a substitute parent is
not in itself sufficient to determine this symptom, {running) nor is an
intact family a guarantee that a child will not run awa.y." 27
Linda Blood and D'Angello Rocco (1974)
respect

t~
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studied runaways with

value conflicts existing between them and their parents.

They studied both male and female runaways, using a control group of
non-runaways.

They constructed a thirty nine item instrument which dif-

ferentiated runaways from other adolescents on 15 items, 8 of which were
considered minor, 7 major.

They hYI>othesized that minor issues were

being used as proving grounds to test parental love.
veal~d

Their study re-

that key issues between runaway youth and their pa.rents were

parental failure to express love, parental non acceptance of the ehild,
and parental lack of respect for the child's ideas a.nd judgements.
Rocco and Blood conclude that "it appears parents who recognize the
adolescent's right to self expression a.nd dissent are demonstrating a

. 29 They concluded that the conflict between parents

form of acceptance."

and youth might be reduced to lack of communication.

Runaway youth's

pa.rents don't listen, and may suppress expression on the part of the

·~
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child by aggression and disengagement.
Morris Riemer (1940)30 also concluded that the basic factor
creating runaway problems is the lack of parental love for the child,
brought a1>out by inadequate parenting.

The child, whose early needs ·a.re

unmet, builds a strong system of defenses in which he denies feelings
of helplessness.

These defenses are expressed in negative attitudes

which make it even more difficult for him to meet his needs.
cope with an unyielding environment, he runs in an urge to
parent who will support and love him.

Unable to

f~d

a new

At the same time, his run is an

expression of his hostility toward the parents who failed to meet his
needs.
Ealza.r (1939)3
New York.

1

studied 300 cases in a psychiatric clinic in

He found that among the 300 patients, 89 had the behavior

problem of running away.

He noted the causes of running to be:

1)

Family problems or emotional problems in the home - 26 cases.

2)

Children from Qroken homes - 19 oases.

mothers - 13 cases.

3) Young wives and

4) Undetermined causes - 10 cases.

(These, he

speculated, were sociological causes related to the depression.)

5)

Economic insecurity - 9 cases.

6)

Specific physical and/or mental

problems, e.g., deformities, being homosexual, or being mentally defective - 8 cases.

7)

Spirit of adventure - 4 cases.

It is interest-

ing to note that in 1939, of the 300 cases seen in this clinic for
disturbed youth, only 89 were found to have a runaway problem.

The in-

cidence of running has apparently increased dramatically since that time.
This point is emphasized in the study done by Greer et al.3 2 in

1972. Their study, which attempted to distingu.ish between chronic
runaways, non-chronic runaways, and non-runaways, has statistical

<
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support for the escalation or the problem in the la.st decade.

Their

study. wa.s conducted in Oregon, and showed tha.t in 1971 a.bout 24% of the
delinquency refer:ra.ls to Multnomah Juvenile Court were because o! runaway behavior.

This represents the largest category- of referrals to the

The study

court, and signifies a tremendous social problem.

"In the last 5 y-ea.t:s, r1mnjng a.way has increased about

to the total delinquency ref'erra.ls to.the court.

7%

states~

in proportion

Thus the evidence

seems clear that this pattern 0£ behavior is becoming increasingly fre' quent. "33
The Greer study also identi!ied 15 variables tha.t occurred statistically more often in runaways than in non-runaways, or that showed a
greater tendency to be

1)

Sex.

status.

assoc~a.t·e~

with runaway behavior.

2)

Runaways were likely to be female.

These include:

Pa.rents' marital

Runaways were likely to have natural parents not married to

·each other.

3)

Living arrangements.

Runaways were apt to run more fre-

quently from institutional custody' than !:rom a na.tural family or a foster
home setting.

4)

Feelings toward pa.rents.

5)

attitudes toward parents.

Siblings.

Run.a.ways had more negative

Runaways were more likely to

have "unnatural" siblings (that is, siblings related by another marriage
of the natural pa.rent).

6)

Ordina.l. position.

the oldest child in the family.

7)

Runaways tended to be

Trouble in school.

perienced more trouble in school than non-runaways.

Runaways ex-

This study concludes

with the hope that the ruture will bring a reassessment of the concept
or delinquency, removing the stigma or
is not criminally destructive.

delinque~oy

from behavior which

ttEven when dealing with seriously deviant

youth, the juvenile justice labelling process may have effects which are

in the long range d~trimental to the healthy adjustment of adolescents."3 4

<.-
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In su:mma.l!"Y', literature relating to runaways suggests that some
juvenile runaways a.re delinquent, while others may run a.way £or quite a
variety 0£ reasons.
ru.ptive

In instances where internal pathology and/or dis-

relations~ps

with :parents are involved, those children whose

problems escalate to the point 0£ their being la.belled

delinquen~

a.re

apt to be the population in 'the residential treatment center.
There a.re some studies in the .literature directly related to the
problems of ru:aa.ways from institutions.

Greenburg, :Blank and Argrett

(1968)35 studied.runaway problems in a. runaway treatment center.
authors suggest that ronning a.way is a highly complex act.

The

They conclude

that, as in other acting out behavior encountered on, adolescent wards,
sta..f'f' dysfunction

~

be the primary causal factor.

They also mention

that runnin&t away can cause considerable tension in a sta.!f which was
previously functioning very well in a. treatment milieu.

Greenburg et a.l.

recognized di££erent kinds 0£ runnj.ng away and attempted to type the runs
and the ru:na.wa;ys as .follows:

client relationship.

3)

2)

4)

Elopement

,

~ising

This is the one who must escape ~rem being

Elopement as a. predischa:rge protest.

eloper, the one who is not accepted by his peers.
eloper.

:Crom the staff-

Elopement ~s a !unction of parental resi~ta.nce.

The charisma.tic eloper.

locked up.

1)

6)

5)

The scapegoated

The near-group

This .is a subculture consisting 0£ scapegoated elopers.

7)

The starcrossed lovers, who feel that they are destined to run away.

8)

Elopement and treatment shock, i.e., those who a.re overwhelmed by

the idea that someone ca:rea.

9) Elopement caused by sta.££ dysfunction.

Three graduate students at the School of Social Work at the
university of Utah (Ha.le, Ninnes and Huling, 1966)36 studied the runaway

:problem at the Utah State Industrial School.

~:e.

The first study, by Hale,37
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compared non-rwmers, runners (students who ran once), and habitual
runners, in relation to:
2)

1)

Characteristics of individual students,

Factors relating to commitment- and runs, a.nd 3)

periences.

Relationship ex-

This study found that the culture represented by ethnic

groupings did have some bearing on

~he

tendency to run from the insti-

tution, and that traumatic life experiences were also significantly
related to the runaway behavior of the stu.4ents.

In particular, early

divorce of parents appeared to be a factor in the habitual runners' lack
of adjustment to the school community •. Hale further found that over
one' half of the students who ran from the institution ran during the
first two months of confinement.

He remarked that "the facts indicate

that lack of adjustment to the inst;tution is seen in the student soon
after commitment and that the longer a student stays without running the
.

.

more he.is likely to refrain from ~ing."3 8
The second part of this study by Nillnas3 9focused on demographic

data pertaining to the student and his family.

In his sample, non-

runners were the eldest, and habitual runners were the youngest of the
population.

He confirmed Hale's findings that runners and habitual

runners ran during the first two months, with a marked decrease during
the second two month period.

Further it was found that the occupation

of the runners' parents did not differ greatly from the non-runners'
pa.rents, and the source of the family income did not differ greatly
between groups.

Family factors in general did not appear to differ

greatly between the two groups.
Pa.rt three of the Utah study was done by Huling40who compared
the groups to see if the nature of the offense which resulted in

commitment could be used as an index to predict runaway behavior.

C:"
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He found no significant difference between runaways and non-runaways
in terms or the· offense, nor did he find differences in other questions

considered, such as whether or not students sniffed glue, smoked or
dxank.
In

1975 a study was done by Loris Colbath et al.

State University School of Social Work.

41

at the Portland

This group studied runaways

from six residential treatment agencies, one of which was the Albertina
Kerr Center.
of both
2)

The purposes or the study were:

~ways

and non-runaways at

the~e

1)

To examine a sample

treatment facilities.

To determine the type and amount of pre-placement visitation and

counselling done within the agencies.

3)

To determine the effect

pre-placement visitation and counselling had upon the sample studied,
with respect to decreasing or controlling the number of runs from the
agencies involved.

4)

To determine whether or not there were signifi•

cant differences between runaway and non-runaway populations.

In that

study they found no statistically significant differences between runners
and non-runners with respect to whether or not pre-placement counselling
and visitation occurred.

In examining other factors differentiating

runners and non-runners, they found that school attendance, the marital
~

status of pa.rents, whether or not the child had been adopted, the number
of placements prior to coming to the agency, and the average number of
weeks spent in placements other than home, were not significantly different between groups.
place of residence.

The only variable that was significant was the

Subjects were more likely to run if their residence

was outside the Portland Metropolitan area.
location of the

~lacemen~

The authors note that the

appears to be important in relationship to the

young peoples' homes and is a matter worthy of consideration when the

~·
~.
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child is being placed in a

treatme~t

center.

Stanley Levine (1962) 42 studied 74 boys who ran from the Illinois
State Training School during a 16 month period.

Like Colbath et al.,

Levine found that stl,2.dents whose homes were some distance from the institution were more apt to run than those whose homes were nearby.
also found

tha~

He

a large percentage of the runaways occurred before the

student had been in the institution 30 days.

He hypothesized that the

high running occurrence was due to separation anxiety.
offense was also found to be significant.

The nature of the

The boys who were referred

because of escapist behavior, e.g. alcohol and drug usage, were 4 times
as likely to run as·. those referred for other offenses.

Levine used the

results of his study to recommend revisions in inta.ke.procedu:res at the
Illinois State Training School.

The first recommendation was that the

child should be brought into immediate contact with a supportive adult
who could be counted on to maintain contact with the child throughout
his stay at the institution.

The second recommendation was that the

child be given a tour of the grounds

imm~diately

upon his arrival, a.md

familiarized with his surroundings as completely as possible.

The third

recommendation was that the child should be put in a small group immediately, to allow him to ventilate his anxiety and express the other
feelings he experienced as a. result of his placement.
John Cambareri et al. (1960) 43 conducted an experiment at the
Utah State Industrial School, using a new treatment approach to the
specific problem of the run-away.

The Utah State Industrial School has

an open campus, making it easy for students to run.
accounted for

60%

of the runs at the time of the study, were selected

for the experiment.

.. -·

~·

Sixteen boys, who

The authors developed three groups for these boys,
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equa.J..ly divided, and instituted social programs as well as therapeutic
discussions held on a regular basis.

The three groups differed in leader-

ship and method, but all were found to be effective.

The results supported

which was effectively
dealt with by helping the boys develop positive ties at the Center, consequently feeling less urge to run.
Since Albertina Kerr Center population includes both emotionally
disturbed girls and delinquent girls, it seems relevant to include a
study dealing with runaways from a treatment center for the emotionally
distUTbed.

Edwin

z.

Levy (1972)44 studied female patients who ran away

from an adolescent residential treatment unit at the Menninger Clinic
He found that 5 categories emerged describing the

Children's Hospital.

positions of runaway girls:

1)

Angry' defiance.

Running away was a

demonstrative act, which gave the girls an opportunity to communicate
and bargain.

2) · Psychotic disorientation.

and stay away.

4)

To go on one's own.

5)

:;.:) Escape.

To get away

Fusion with parents. Girls

placed in the institution desired to communicate with, or be with, their
pa.rents.

Levy also found that adopted patients a.re a high ronaway.risk.

Of 11 adopted girls, 8 ran, as compared to 31 non-adopted girls, 8 of
whom ran.

In summarizing his findings, Levy described factors con-

tributing to

running

independence, 3)

away .as:

1)

Group dynamics, 2)

The striving for

Feelings of abandonment caused by being adopted, family

moves, parental travel, or death of a parent.
The final study in this section is not specifically concerned with
runaways, but does deal with the population of a trajning school and does
consider some of the factors which are also dealt with in our resea.-rch.
K. M. Koller (1971) 45 studied pa.-rental deprivation, family background,

c-
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and female delinquency in a training school in En.gland.
twenty one students were studied, ages 16 and 17.

One hundred

These girls.were

admitted for reasons similar to those o! the Albertina Kerr Center
population. Koller defined pa.rental loss or d"P:rivation as "loss or
continuous absence of one or both natural parents for a.t least 12 months

6 He found that 61.5% of the residents had

before the 15th birthday."4

experienced prolonged pa.rental loss, muoh more than the control group
of non-institutionalized youth.
was

the father, or both pa.rents.

In most instances the missing pa.rent

Koller also studied the birth order

of the girls, excluding the children who left the family or who died soon
after birth.

He .t'ound that the middle child occurred at more than the

expected f'.requency, in contz-ast ·to other studies.which suggest that the
oldest or the youngest child tend to be more delinquent.

~-:

CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY

Questions to be studied
There ue three general questions we are examining in this study:
I.

Is there a difference between groups based on demogra.phic factors,
such as age, race, location of family residence, family's economic
status, and position in sibline?
/

II.

Does the social 'history of the Unplanned Release group differ
from that of the Planned Release group?
A.

Is there a difference in number of out-of-home
. placements prior to admission?

:a.

Is there a difference in number of recorded
runaways prior to ad.mission?

c.

Is there a difference in the percentage of children using drugs or alcohol prior to admission?

D.

Is there a. difference in the number of parents
reported to use alcohol by the referring social
worker?

E.

Is there a. difference in the number of children
having chronic health problems prior to admission?

F.

Is there a. difference in the number of pa.rents having
chronic health problems at the time of a child's
admission?

~"
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G.

Is there a. difference between groups based on
natural pa.rent's marital status?

R. 'Where the family is disrupted by divorce or
separation, is there a. difference in the length
of time since the separation of the natural.
parents?
I.

Do the two groups differ in their living arrangements before admission to Albertina. Kerr Center?

J.

Do the two groups differ with respect to kind

and seriousness of la.w violations prior to
admission?

K.

Is there a difference in school achievement as
measured by appropriate grade placement?

L.

Does one group include more adopted children
than the other?

III.

Are there differences in post-admission treatment and behavior?

A. Are there differences in the number of

run.a.ways

during the first three months after admission?
:B.

Is there a higher incidence of children who end up
as Unplanned Releases in some living groups?

c.

Is there a. difference between. groups in the

frequency with which

p~ents

are involved in

treatment?
D. Are children who have bad pre-placement visits Dl:Ore
likely to fall in the Planned Release group?
E.

Is there a difference in length of residence

between the two groups?

c
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Definitions
Alcohol Use. -

Any use of alcohol significant enough to be

mentioned in a girl's referral letter or medical report.

No distinction

0

is made between occasional and £requent drinkers.·
Character Disorder. -- A personality disorder, characterized
by:

ships.
f.rom

5)

An individual's inability to .f'o:rm lasting, intimate relation-

1-)

2)

Lack of inter.c.a.l impulse control.

previous experience.

La.ck

4)

3)

An inability to learn

Lack of identification with societal norms.

of clear personal identity.

Chronic Health Problem. --

Any

persistent medical or psychological

problem which impairs functioning to some degree.

Such problems may

range in severity from chronic uppm-respiratory infections to totally

incapaoita.ting ailments such as severe emphysema.
Custodial Pa.rent. -

The natural pa.rent who bad physioaJ. or legal

custody of a. child in instances of parental divorce or separation.

Drug Use. medical. report.

Any

use of drugs mentioned in the referral letter or

No distinction is made between marijuana. and other

habit forming or addictive drugs, nor a.re ha.bitua.1 users distingu.ished
from oeca.sional users.
Institution. -

The term is used here to designate any official

residential fa.cili ty larger than a. group foster

home~-

s\Idl. as emergency

homes, juvenile detention facilities, child-ca.re centers, etc.
Living Group Placement. -

The particular /cottage or living group

to which a resident at Albertina Kerr Center is assigned.
Metropolitan Area. and Clackamas Counties.

I

~

This area includes Multnomah, Washington
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Middle Class• -- For purposes of this study we used the term
middle ola.ss to distinguish all families who were self

supp~rting

rather

than dependent on Public Welfare. We did not have sufficient information to make a finer distinction.
Open C9Pus. -

A residential treatment setting which does not

. utilize security measures such as locked doors.
Out-of-Home Placement. -

Any

living arrangement

wher~

the person

designated as responsible for· a. girl's care alld custody is not a natura.l
parent.

The term includes relatives' homes, foster homes, institutions,

placement with friends, etc.
Referral Letter. -

A document provided by- the individua.l or agency

referri?lg a girl to Albertina Kerr Center.

The letter includes compre-

hensive information about the girl and her family, according to an outline provided by- Albertina Kerr Center.

This information is used to

decide whether or not an applicant is accepted for residential treatment.
Run-a.way.

~

An unauthorized departure from Albertina Kerr Center,

when a. girl is absent long enough to be reported missing on an official
report form.

Length of absence ranges from several hours to a. number

of weeks.

Status Of£ense ....... ADy- offense which is illegal only if committed

by a. juvenile, e.g. runaway, curfew violation.
Sta.tutorz Offense. -- An:1' offense which would be illegal rega;rdless of the age of the offender,·e.g. theft, assault.
'frea.tment. -

Any

encounter between Albertina Kerr Center staff

and a. girl or her parents in which the explicit purpose is to modify
behavior, attitudes or otherwise promote oonstru.otive change.

Contacts

with parents for the purpose of exchanging information are excluded.

~--
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Unplanned Release. -

A girl is categorized as an Unplanned

Release when her residence is terminated prematurely; i.e., be!ore she

has made satisf'actoey progress toward her treatment goals. Usually such
releases occur following a·.
because:

runaway.~

1) She cannot be looa.ted.

3)

return home.

.from which a girl does not return

2) Her pa.rents allow her to

'!'he agency {usually Children Services Division) having·

responsibility for the girl chooses to place her ·,elsewhere.
Upper Class. -

This term refers to, families whose income, estimated

from pa.rents• occupation and other available information, appeared to be
substantially greater than the average "middle class" family described
in this study.

In more usUal terms these families would probably be

categorized "upper middle class."
Methods o! Data Collection and Data. .Ana.lysis
Our initial plan wa.s to compare success and. non-success g.r:ou];8 from
January 1 ,

1974, through July 1 , 1975. The first step in setting up the

research desi@;n wa.s to define our terms, decide what to look £or and how
to obtain data to answer.our questions.
The measurement o! success or non-success in this program posed a
big problem, since such measurement would need to be done on an individua.l basis.

Sucoes~

is difficult to define and nearly impossible to

measure since factors such as "self' concept" and "the nature of interpersonal relationships" are intangible.

Our population was large and

most were released and.una.va.ilable, therefore a precise measure of
behavioral and attitudinal change was not possible within the limiis of
this study.

If a precise before and after study was not feasible, we

faced the question of how success was to be defined and measured.

lc-,
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We chose to respond to this question by developing criteria. based
on an agreement between agency personnel and

t~e

research team.

Since

Albertina. Kerr Center wanted data. which would distinguish success or
non-success groups a.s early as intake, we agreed, a.!ter consulting the
appropriate agency si;a.i'f, to suhstitute the term "planned release'' for
success and "unplanned release" !of non-success.
We collected data. to answer ~ur questions by first examining
individual case records to see whaft;_ information was a.va.ilable.

Second,

we interviewed the director of tltment and three social workers who
were. ea.ch responsible £or a.. dist

t treatment team..

agency personnel deemed as import

t questions,

~e

Drawing upon what

constructed a.

!aoe sheet to be used in abstract! da.ta from individual case records.

Within individual case files we f und the referral letter and medical

histo17 taken by the .registered n se a.t Albertina Kerr Center to be the
best source of descriptive data..

In setting up the design,
ing

variables due to a. la.ck of

J

were :f'orced to exclude some interest-

ob~ective

were interested in the immediate
first week after admission, but
highly subjeetive, a.nd depend up

rs

in£ormation.

Fo~

example, we

.uence of the peer group during the

variable would be interpersonal,

the recall 0£ sta..f'f' members.

The

number of variables examined was also limited by the need for consistent
data among 85 admissions, the· omission of required material from the
referral letter and oversights by· the person in charge of maintaining
individual files.

Our population included a.11 admissions from January 1,

1974, through July 1, · 1975, who were terminated before July 31, 1975.
Our total of 85 cases included 60 Unplanned Releases and 25 Planned
Releases.

·~,,

A random numbers table was used to draw a

40%

sample from
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each category.

Our sample units were made up

or

11 Planned Releases

and 24 Unplanned Releases.
Since our design included discrete data, we performed a descriptive
analysis, noti?lg frequency, mode and mean on demograpb°ic characteristics.
We compared percentages of Planned and Unplant;).ed Releases on tables of
percentage a.round each variable drawn from categories on the data collection sheet. A copy of the data collection sheet is available in the
appendix, Section A.

l~

CHAPTER IV
PBESENTATION OF DA'fA
Results
There a.re three general questions we a.re examining in our study.
Following .each question are the results of' our findings including tables
and comments answering the questions.

In this chapter we have focused

on documenting our results rather than drawing trends or implications.
A total of eighty five children were included in our study, from
which a

~

random sample was drawn after sepa.ra.ting Unplanned Release

and Planned Release groups.
Release group and

9%

A single child ~s worth

4%

in the Unplanned

in the Planned Release group.

Lit$ral interpretation of our tables should be hedged by recog-

nizing that the differences in percentages between groups may, in some
oases, be a result of which children end up in the random sample rather
than clear differences between the Unplanned Release and Planned Release
groups.
I..

Is there a difference between groups based on demos;r;aphic factors

each as 86!• race, location of family residence. family's economic
status and position in sibliD.e?

A.

Age -

Unplanned Release Group - Mean age 14.4 years.
Planned Release Group

- Mea.n age 15.0 yea.rs.

The mean age for the Unplanned Release group is slightly
younger.

1~-~-"
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:S.

Ba.ce -

The child's raoia.l origin was not a dis-

tingttishing variable since only two children of
other than Caucasian origin were included in the
sample frame.

The

two non-Ca.uca.sia.n children were

a. half and a .f'u.1.l-blooded Indian youth.

Both fell

under the Unplanned Release group.
O.

Location of ohild' s residence in natural or surrogate
family before placement.
'!'ABLE I

GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION

45"
55%

or 11 children of the Unplanned group lived.in the
Metro area.
or 14 children of the Unpla:nned group lived outside
of the Metro area.

55% or 6 children of the Planned group lived in the
4~

Metro area.
or 5 children of the Planned group lived outside
of the Metro area..

The data above illustrates that 10% more of the Planned
Release group lived in the Metro uea.
D.

There was very little difference between the Unplanned
and the

Pla.rme~

Release groups with a nearly equa.l per-

centage of both falling in the middle class range in the
following table. ·

~
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!ABLE II
ECONOMIC STATUS OF PARENTS

Welfare
Middle Cla.ss
Upper Class

E.

Unplanned
Release

Planned
Release

2~· - 5
76% - 19

18% - 2

4%
- 1
total 25children

82% - 9
-

-

total T1
children

Chronologica.l order of child.X'en in family.

TABLE III
CHILD'S POSITION IN SIBLINE
Unilanned Release
1~ -

Plal'lned
Release
I

3 only ohildren

8% -

~ - 1 first

2 middle children
8 next to la.st in sibline
48% -12 la.st in sibl~e .
, 27% -

32% -

4.6 average number or
children in each
f amilz.
~four

child

9% - 1 second child
54% - 6 middle children
_

3 la.st in sibline

4.9 average number of
children in each
fami_!z

percent more of Pla.l:med Group a.re middle children.

Twenty percent more of the Unplanned group were positioned
la.st in the sibline.

The la.st and next to last child

pQsitions combine to make up 80% of Unplanned Group. Many
of the Unplanned Release group are the ;youngest children in

their family
II.

or

origin.

Does the sooia.l history of the Unplanned Release g:roup differ from
that of the Planned Release group?

-~··
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A.

Is there a difference in the number of out-of-home placements
prior to admission?
'f.AJ3LE IV

OUT OF HOME PLACEMENTS PRIOR TO PLACEMENT
trnpla.nned
Release

Planned
Release

20% - 5
64% -16

63% - 7

None
Few (1 or 2)
MatJy' (3 or more)

16% -

9'fo -

1

27% - 3

4

-

J3a.sed on the above data. there appears to be no difference
between Unplanned Release and Planned Release group.
B.

Is there a. difference in the number of recorded runaways prior

to admission?
I

'?ABLE V

RECORDED RllNAWAYS PRIOR TO PLACEMENT

None
Few {1 or 2)
Man1' ( 3 or more)

Unplanned
Release

Planned
Release

4% -

18% - 2

20% -

1

27% -

5

76% -19

3

55% - 6

There appears to be a. slightly higher percentage of the
Planned Release group in the first two categories (None-Few).

Conversely, the Unplanned Release group has 20% more in the
"many" category (3 or more runs).

Perhaps this data would

be more useful in predicting Planned Release or Unpla.Dned
Release if we had used defined categories beyond 3 or more
rana.wa.ys.

c.

Is there a difference in the percentage o! children using
drugs

or alcohol prior to admission?

~--·
--~~~~~~~~~~~
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!ABLE VI
CHILD'S ALCOHOL OR DRUG tJSE PRIOR TO PLACEMEH'
Planned Release

Unplanned Release
Yes

Use
Alcohol Use

Bo

29'/o-

72fo-18

Drug

32%-

1

6~17

8

Yes

No

54~ 6

45%- 5
64%- 7

36%- 4

This data. was extracted from the referral letter or medical
intake before a. child took up residence at Albertina Kerr

Center.

The data. is limited by what the referring Socia.1

Worker chose to include or exclude, and what the child did
or did not admit 'to the nurse at Albertina. Kerr Center.
Eighteen percent more

or

the Unplanned Release group were

reported to ba.ve used drugs than the Planned Release group.
There appears: to he no difference between the Unplanned Release group and Planned Release group regarding alcohol use
prior to admission.
D.

Is there a difference in the number of parents reported to use
alcohol by the referring Social Worker?

TABLE VII
P!RENTS 1 USE OF ALCOHOL

Unplanned Release
Yes

Pa.rents• Alcohol Use
Mentioned in the
Referral Letter

28% - 7

Planned Release
Yes
No

Ne

7't?fo -

18

36%-4 64%-7

'!'here appears to be veI:Y little difference between groups based
on -pa.rents' alcohol use. ·

·~·
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E.

Is there a difference in the number of children having chronic
health problems prior to a.dmission?
TABLE VIII

CHILDREN'S CHRONIC HEALTH PROBLEMS
Unplanned Release

Planned Release

Yes

Ho

Yes

No

Psychosomatic Complaints

32% -8

68%-17

18'fo-2

82%- 9

Referred Child has a Chronic
Health Problem

32% -8

68"o-17

9%-1

91%-10

Pa.Tents of Referred Child has 6% _
9
3
a. Chronic Health Problem

64%-16

1ao/o-2

82%-·9

The table above reveals a. large difference between groups based
on reported major health problems. ·Note that 21% more of the
children in the Unplanned Release group have a chronic health
problem.

It is a.lso .interesting to note that, with one excep-

tion, every child who had a. chronic health problem came from
a. family where at least one parent also had a. chronic health

problem.

It appears tha.t children with chronic health prob-

lems are more likely to be Unplanned Releases a.t Albertina

Kerr Center.
F.

Is there a difference in the number of pa.rents having chronic
health problems at the time of their child's admission?

Refer to the table used in the previous question •.
Eighteen percent more of the Unplanned Release group
have parents with reported chronic health problems.

r~
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G.

Is there a dif'f'erence between groups based on natural
pa.rents• marital status?

TABLE IX
NATO'RAL PABEN'l'Sf MARITAL STATtTS
Unplanned Release

Planned Release

32% - 8
6~ - 15
4% - 1

63% - 7

Still Married
Divorced
:Both Deceased
1 Parent Deceased and
1 Parent Deserted
Widowed

4% -

27% -

3

1
10% - 1

:Based on the data above, there is no difference between the
Unplanned Release and Planned Release group based on the
variable of' pa.rents• ma.rital status.
H. Where the family is disrupted by divorce or separation, is
there a difference in the length of time since the separation
of the natural pa.rents? ·
T.A:BLE X

LENGTH OF TIME SEPARATEll - NATURAL

P~S

Unpla.nned Release Planned Release

l

I

I

I

1 to 5 yea.rs
More than 5 years
Still Married

20}& -

48% -

64% - 7
36% - 4

It is notable that 20% of the natural parents in the
Unpla.zm.ed Release group have been separated less than. five
years a.nd all pa.rents:. in the Planned Release group have been
separated more than five years.

~

5

12
3~ - 8
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I.

Do the two groups differ in their living arrangements before
admission to Albertina. Kerr Center?

TABLE XI
d

CHILD'S PLACE OF RESIDENCE BEFORE PLACEMENT
Pla.mled
Release

Unplanned
Release

Natural Mother
Natural Father
Both Natural Pa.rents
Natural Mother and Stepfather
----..-----~---------~

Foster Parents
Relatives
Institutions
Shelter Care
Friends

On

9% 9% -

24% - 6
4% - 1

16% - 4

4% -

1
1

1

... -------------~
27% - 3
9% - 1
36% - 4
3~ - 9
4% 4% -

9% -

1
1

1

this table the data. is widespread and not conclusive.

is nota.ble that

.....

- 2

48%

It

of the Unpla:r::med Release group were living

with at lea.st one natural parent at the time of placement.

A

slightly higher percentage of the Planned Release group were
residing in foster care. Both groups had an equal percentage
from institutions.
J.

Do the two groups differ with respect to kind and seriousne.ss

of law violations prior to admission?
TABLE XII

STATUTORY OFFENSES PRIOR TO ADMISSION
Unplanned Release

Yes
Statutory Offenses

No

40%-10 60%-15

Planned Release
Yes
9fo-1

No

90'/o-10
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~-one

percent more of the Unplanned Release group bad

been charged with Statutory offenses.
X.

Is

the~

a differenoe in school achievement a.s measured by

appropriate grade placement?
Both groups averaged one grade level below the
appropriate level for their age.
L~

Does one group include more adopted children than the other?
OUr saiiiple included only one child who was adopted.

·This child was the youngest child in a. family in
the Unplanned Release group.
III.

Are there differences between groups in post-admission treatment
,

i and

. A.

behavior?
A:re there differences in the number of

run.a.ways

during the

· first three months after admission?

TABLE XIII
HUMBER OF RUNAWAYS DlJB.ING THE FmBT THREE MONTHS
Unplanned Release Planned Release
None

4% - 1
60% - 15
36% - 9

Few (1 or 2)
~

54" - 6
27% - 3
18% - 2

Fifty-tour percent of the Planned Release group had no
runa.'Wa\Y'S

within the first three months after placement

as compared to

4%

in the Unplanned Release group.

Ninety-six percent of the Unplanned Release greup had one
or more runaways during the first three months as compared
to

~

45%

of the Planned Release group.
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B.

Is there a higher incidence

or

children who end up a.s Unplanned

Release in some living groups?

TABLE XIV
LIVING GROUP PLACEMENT
Unplanned Release Planned Release
Lakin

24% - 6
28% - 7

Jean

44% -

Lynn

4% -

Sumlyside

11

45% - 5

5% -

2

45% .. 5

1

Based on this data we cannot establish clear differences
between living groups, since our percentages
a result

or which

~

be more

children fell in our sample rather than

revealing actual effectiveness of different living groups.

c.

Is there a difference between groups in the frequency with
which parents are involved in treatment?

TABLE XV
PARENTS INVOLVED IN TREAT.KENT

I.

Unplanned Release Planned Release
Never
Seldom (1 or 2 times)
Often (3 or more)
It is notable

that~

80',b - 20

16% 4% -

55%

4
1

18% - 2

27% -

3

54% - 6

of the Planned Release group had

parents which were involved in treatment three or more
times.

Increased pa.rental involvement para.llels these

children's length of time in residence. :Because of this
parallel finding, it is not clear whether pa.rents were
involved because children were in residence longer or if

~
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children remained longer, using treatment more effectively
because parents were involved in solving family problems.
An.other percentage worth noting is that 80Jfo ~£ the pa.rents
of children in the Unplanned Release group were never involved in treatment.

Again, it is not clear

wheth~r

this

is a reflection of pa.rental attitude, child's length of
stay, or child's place of residence.
D.

Are children who ha.ve ha.d pre-placement visits more likely ·
to fall in the ?la.nne4 Release group?

TABLE XVI
PRE-PLACEMENT VISIT
Planned Release

Unplanned Release
Yes

No

68'/o-17

32%-8

Yes

63%-7

No

36%-4

Bo, children who have had pre-placement visits are not more
likely to tall in the Planned Release group.
E.

Is there a difference in lellgth of time in residence between
the two groups?

TABLE XVII
LENGTH OF TIME IN RESIDENCE
Unplanned Release
0

-

2

2.1- 4.0
4.1- 6.0

6.1- 9.0
9.1-12.0
12.1-15.0
15.1-19.0

months

"
"n
"
"
"

-5~ - 14

Planned Release

24% -

6

4%-

1

18% - 2

8% -

S% -

2

27% - 3

-

2

1~ - 2
18% - 2
18% - 2
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Although the range is widespread, there a.re obvious differences between groups.

For example,

56%

of the Unplanned

Release group were in residence less than. two months;
whereas a.ll 0£ the Planned Release group were in residence at lea.st 4 months.

~enty

percent of the Unplanned

Release group were in residence 4 to 15 months as compared
to a hundred percent 0£ the Planned Release group who were
in residence 4 to 19 months.

CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS
Implications
It is apparent from our data. that Albertina Kerr Center residents,
during the period under study, included a severe ru.naway population.

In our sample, only.one of the Unplanned Release group had no recorded
elopements prior to placement, and only one did not run during the first

3 months.

In the Planned Release group, only two had no runs prior to

placement, though a larger number, 6, did not run during their first
three months in residence •. In general, the Planned Release group ran
less often both before and after placement• so for purposes of discussion
we are designating this the low-runner .group, while the Unplanned Re•
leases are equated with the. habitual or chronic runners in other

studies~

This distinction, while not precise, is useful in comparing our results
to the findings of other authors.
Many of our reSults .tend to support those of Colbeth et

a.117(1975)

whose study is particularly relevant because Albertina Kerr residents
were included in the population studied.

Their research compares a group

of 25 yoUngste±s who ran away from six institutions during a one month .
period, with a. matched group of 25 who did not run.

They designated the

former group "runners" and the latter "non-runners", though in !act most
of the non-runner group ran away at other times.
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In their overall sample Colbath et al. found no difference in the

mean age of runners and non-runners, a finding similar to ours1 though
in our sample the low-runner group tended to be slightly· younger.

It

does appear from the data. available so far that age is not a f'a.ctor
differentiating habitual runners from low-runners.
Colbath et a.l. a.lso contrasted the racial composition of their
g.roups, finding that both were primarily Caucasian.

Our total sample

contained only two non..-Ca.uoasians, a. ratio which is roughly equivalent
to that of the entire Albertina Kerr Center population at any given time.
The reason appears to be that minority group children are seldom referred
for treatment.
of race

~d

Albertina Kerr Center does not discriminate on the basis

the staff is aware that they are seldom asked to consider a

non-Caucasian applicant.

An

interesting side question, too complex to

deal with here, is why so few minority group children a.re referred.
With respect to location of the child's residence, Colbath et al.
found a significant difference between groups:

Subjects were more likely

to run if they lived outside the Portland Metropolitan. area, where all
the institutions being studied were located.
trend, though not as pronounced:

Our results show a. similar

We note that they may have

bee~

more

significant had we chosen to limit the definition of the metropolitan
area to a smaller territory.

Our definition included one fair sized

town, Hillsboro, approximately 40 miles from Portland.

It is worth no"lim8

that the Ha.le study, done at the Utah State Industrial School, and· the
Levine Study at the Illinois State !raining School, reported findings
similar to ours and Colbath's.

The consistency of such results suggests

that the distance of a child's home from the institution is a factor

worth considering in deciding on placement.
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Regarding economic-status of a. child's family, we fo1ind,.like
48 (1966), no difference between groups.
.
Ninnes
Our categories were so
loosely defined that the results a.re not particularly informative, except for the interesting fact that the population of Albertina Kerr
Center tends to be quite homogeneous in that less than one fifth of
the girls have parents on Welfare.

The agency a.ppea.rs to be serving the

children of middle olass families, according to our loose definition used
in this study.

While our results showed virtually no difference in size of family
between groups, there was a marked trend for ha.bitllal runners to be the
youngest or next to youngest in the family of origin,
runners were more frequently middle children.

whil~

the low-

This finding contrast.a

with Greer et al.49(1972), who found runaways were apt to be the oldest.
Since the Greer study did not focus on· institutionalized children, we
speculate that oldest children may be more skilled at survival when they
.do~'

a. hunch which

i~

sample is a first child.

supported by the tact tha.t only one.of our tota.l
This child was in the low-run group.

There

were 3 only-children in the habitual-runner group, but we categorized
them separately because their relationship to_!amily as-a whole differs
from that of the .oldest.
In considering the number 0£ out-of-home placements girls experi-

enoed be£ore admission to Albertina Kerr Center, we were surprised to
!ind that the Unplalllled Release group had a slightly la.-rger percentage
of girls with no previous placements than the Planned Release group.
However, the difference was slight; in general the majority of the girls
had 1-2 prior placements, a result very similar to Colbath' s et

report the mean number o! prior placements for Runners as
·.

a.1.,

1.57, while

who
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the mean for Bon-Runners was 2.14.50 ·
In considering recorded elopements prior to placement, there is a

decided trend toward more frequent :runs in the Unplanned Release or
habitual-runner group.

These results support the simple proposition

tha.t a child who has developed rnnning behavior a.a a means

or

coping is

apt to retain this coping device when placed in an institution.

Our

results in this category ma.y- have been more meaningf'ul had we broken
down the "Many" category into smaller units.

As it is, this category

includes all subjects who ran 3 or more times prior to placement, hence
!a.ils to· .distinguish between the girl who ran 3 times and the girl who
ran 20.
Both Levine51 (1962) and Hul~ 2 (1966) study the inci~enoe
a.nd·aloohol use in

run.a.way

or

drug

and non-runaway groups ·in institutions.

Ruling found no significant difference between groups, but Levine reported that children referred because of substance abuse were 4 times as
likely to run as those referred

fo~

other offenses.

Our results with

respect to drug use tend to support Levine's findings, but those pertainin~

to alcohol use are the reverse: i.e., slightly more of the low-

runawq group used alcohol prior to admission.

We speculate that girls

with more serious relationship problems tend to use drugs, or perhaps
drug use results in more serious relationship problems than the use of

alcohol.

It seems important to stress here tha.t our results a.re likely

to have been more descriptive i! we ha.d distinguished between occasional
and regular users, a.nd, in the case of drugs, between marijuana. and
bard drugs.

Interestingly, there does not appear to be azJ.Y' pa.rtioula.r relation-

ship between alcoholic pa.rents and a girl's use of alcohol, while

·~
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percentages of alchol use a.re almost identical, the girls who drank did
not come from alcoholic families.
In the area of health problems, there is a definite correlation

between parent and child:

I.n instances where a girl had a chronic health

problem she was apt to have a parent who was similarly afflicted. While
the girl's health difficulties were real in the sense that they had a
physical basis, they were most i"requently of a type which might be a.ssociated with emotional disturbance; for example the most common were
upper respiratol."l" infections.

One

implication of this

£indin~

is that

the girls who had chronic health problems had learned, in their families
of origin, to translate emotional distress into physical symptoms as a
means of .avoiding anxiety.

It is notable that there is

~

higher incidence

of chronic health problems ·in the. chronic runaway group, and that this
group also evidenced more symptoms identified as psychosomatic.
In comparing our t:Wo groups with respect to

·status, we found, like Colbath et

al.,

veey

pa.ren~s'

lit~le

marital

difference.

However,

the overall high degree of family disruption substantiates the view that
runaway-delinquent behavior is related to family disturbances, as repor"bad
by the bulk 0£ the literature.

It· seems worth noting that, in 20'fo of the chronic runaway g.roup,
parental separation occur.red within 1-5 years 0£ placement, while in all

I

I

instances the low-rnna.wa;y group had parents who had been separated more
than five :rears. · We speculate that in those cases where the separation
had occur.red more recently, the girl may have had more unresolved feeli?lgs

about the family disruption, hence a higher degree

pla.oement.

,__.-

or

anxiety about
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In this connection it is interesting to note that

48%

of the

habitual runners were living with one or both natural parents prior
to placement, while only 18% of the low-runaw8,J" group had such living
0

a.rra.llgements.

The implication we see here is that it is apt to be more

diff'ioult for a girl to adjust to the

Al~ertina.

Kerr Center when she is

placed ,from her own home than when she is living in a roster home or an
institution prior to placement.
Another trend we found in the chronic ru.na.wa.y group which was not
present in the low-run group was a larger number of statutory offenses:
10 of the girls in the form.er group had committed such offenses, while
only one of the girls in the latter . group had done so.

These figares

suggest that the girl who has committed a serious offense is less likely
to be amenable to treatment at Albertina. Kerr Center than the girl whose·
delinquency involves juvenile code violations only.
Our data concerning school performance was very limited due to
unavailability of information; but it is apparent that the Albertina.
Kerr Center population as a whole has more difficulty in school than the
general population, since the total the children in the sample a.re behind
in school an average

ot 1 year, even considering the ma.xi.mum age a.t

a child might normally be in a given grade.

whi.ch

This finding concurs with

the Greer study, in which runaways in general a;re described as having
more trouble in school than the normal population.

While the possible

ca11Ses of these difficulties are too numerous and complex to consider
here, such findings olea.rly support the concept tha.t the school program
is a vita.lly important aspect of treatment.
Our data regarding the pre-placement visit tends to confirm the
findings of Colbath et al., tha.t a girl's running
t ___ ...
~

re~ord

after placement
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was not a function of whether or not she bad a pre-placement visit.

We

do not conclude from these results that a pre-placement visit is not
important, because there is no data to indicate what experiences were

offered the girl on her visit.

This is a.n area that seems worth farther

research.
One of the most significant findings in our study is that, with
one exception, the habitual runner eloped at lea.st once in the first 3

months of placement, while
this period.

55%

.

'

of the low-run group did not run during

Of equal signi.f'ica.nce is the fa.ct tha.t the majority

or

Unplanned Releases remained in residence less than two months, a finding
reported a.gain and again in the literature. Henoe it is apparent th8.t

the f'irst two months are critical, suggesting that special attention
needs to be

g~ven

to helping a. girl adjust to her new environment.

Levine, who noted that a high percentage of runs occurred in the first

30 days a.f'ter a student was placed

in the Illinois State Training School,

hypothesized that such behavior was due to separation am:iety'. We note
that some of the findings in our stu.d.J" tend to support this hJpothesis
as a possible explanation for the behavior
Release group.
~elea.ses

or

Speoi£ioall7 the finding that

pa.rt of our Unplanned

48%

of the Unplanned

were living with one or both natural pa.rents at the time of

placement ma;y be assumed to induce a higher degree of sepa.ration anxiety

tha.u that experienced by a child·who has alread:J" undergone-separation
from both natural pa.rents. The higher frequency of more recent family
disruption in the· unplanned Release group hints at increased anxiety at
placement in the girls who have had such an experience.

The fa.ct that

the yo1lllgest child in the siblings tends to be a runner may also relate
to the hypothesis1 since, as youngest children, they may have more
....---~

-~
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infantile ties to the family.

As an addend\lJll to our s"tudy we compiled a table illustrating each
girl's delinquent behavior, to determine whether the girls in the
Unpla:rmed Release group were involved in :more kinds o! delinquency than
those in the Planned Release group.
table~

{See Appendix, Section

:s,

for

While the data does not appear to reflect a decided difference

between the t~o grou~st we note that 9 (36%)

bad been involved.

in

or

the Unplanned Releases

3 or more kinds of delinquent behavior prior to

admission; while only 2 (18%) of the Planned Releases had an equal degree

ot delinquency.

In the Unplanned Release group one resident had a.

record of delinquent behavior in all four categories, while none of the
Planned Releases were delinquent to this degree.

The data. suggests that

girls who have been seriously ..involved in more than two of the
categories of delinquency a.re

poo~

f'o~

treatment risks at Albertina. Kerr

Center. Again, had we made more distinction within categories, our
results are likely to have been more meaningful.
Recommendations
Our study suggests that there are two general categories of
chronic runaways at Albertina Kerr Center.

The first is the character

disordered child whose history may include three or more of the following
delinquent behaviors:
use;

1 • Numerous runs preceding admission;

2. Drug

3. Alcohol use; 4. One or more statutory offenses. We believe

these girls need a locked facility if they are to be treated, and
recommend that Albertina Kerr Center either develop greater security
measures or refer such applicants to another facility.
The second kind of' chronic runaway appears to be the child who is
experiencing separation anxiety.
'

---

.~

She is apt to be placed from her own
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home, to have more infantile family ties, and perhaps to ha.ve undergone

a recent family disruption.

On the assumption that there is validity to

this hypothesis, we recommend developing ways of helping new girls deal
with separation, by providing opportunities to express their feelings
abou:t being away from home.

The girl who is suffering from separation

anxiety needs to be helped to deal with her painful feelings, rather than
encouraged to distract herself from them; both the one-to-one counselling
a.nd small groups now available at Albertina. Kerr Center might be used in

this wa:y.
Our second recommendation for the new girl is a structured orienta.tion program designed to lessen her anxiety about the strange setting.
Such a program might include a pre-placement visit

at

which a staff

member taltes time to get to know the girl and answer her questions.
Upon admission, the same adult would ideally be available to her to aoqua.int her with her surroundings and familiarize her with the structure
of the program.

The designated adult would then remain the primary' staff

person to whom the girl could turn with problems a.rising during her residence.

Consideration might also be given to appointing a

"Bi~

Sister"

!or each new gixl. Many programs have found it helpful to appoint a girl
who has been in residence long enough to be well adjusted, to serve in
this capacity.

The l31g Sister provides support, introduces the new

arrival to the other girls, and generally watches out for her.
Our final recommendation addresses the problem of premature termination by agencies other than Albertina Kerr Center.

We suggest that

Albertina. Kerr Center establish a policy explicitly stating the requirement that girls be returned from runs until the Albertina Kerr Center
and the referring agency make a mutual decision to terminate treatment.
l

'

,-·-'

'~
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A contract signed prior to placement by a.ll concerned .parties, including
parents, Iiµ.ght be helpful.

Considera.tion might also be given to negotiat-

ing a genera.l contract with Children's Services Division, in which agree-

ment to this policy is a condition of admission.

The expectatfon that a.

girl will be returned following runs might be included in referral
material sent to agencies and pa.rents.
We realize such a. policy would create meohanica.l problems !or
Albertina Kerr Center, but believe they would be outweighed by- the advantages of increased continuity 0£ care a.nd more consistent planning for
the girls.
Areas for Farther Research
One important area which our study did not cover wa.s that of interactions within the facility which may stimulate runs, such as conflict
between sta.f'£ and girls, or between a girl and her peers.

Another

provocative area is that of the relationship between pa.rental attitudes
and the girls' adjustment to the treatment program.

At this point in

our research it is impossible to estimate how great a. part these influences may play in determjnjng whether or not a girl runs away, though we
speculate they are likely to be crucial in some cases.

ho specific areas of research are suggested to follow up on this

study. The first consists of designing and assessing the effectiveness

of an orientation program for new girls, perhaps using a. control group
with whom the new orientation pro_cedures a.re not used.

Second, a stud7

might be designed to explore, in depth, those delinquent behaviors which

appear to suggest that a girl is an inappropriate candidate for treatment in an unlocked facility.

~,,..,,..-.-,,,,,

...

,~
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Numerous other possibilities a.re suggested by the existing literature, a.nd by the trends noted in this study.

Certainly the dif'ficult

and complex problem of runaway youth of'fers many challenges to socia.l
research.

----

,~
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APPENDIX A
DATA COLLECTION SHEET
Name

__________________,....______

Category (check one)
I. ·Planned Release
II. Unplanned Release

---

I. Demographic Data
Age at admission............ No. of children
in family

l#hite
Race j

I

:Bla.ok

Position in
Sibline

-

Oriental Indian Mixed

I

I

I

In Oregon
Out of Metro

Metro
·Area

Out of State

,l

. Location of
Familz Home

Welfare

Middle
Class

Family's Economic Status
II. Social Data
None
A. Out of home placements prior

1

Few

I

Many

to Albertina Kerr Center
None

B. Recorded rmia.wqs prior to

I

placement

c.

Few

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

use prior to placement,
mentioned in referral letter
Drug

C1 • Alcohol use, mentioned in

referral. letter (child)
D. Alcohol use, mentioned in

referral letter {pa.rent)

~"'

I

Many

UpperCla.ss

61
2

Yes

No

Yes

. No

E. Chronic health problem

(child)
F. Chronic health problem
(parent)
G.

Parents• marital status
Still ma:rried
Se-oa.ra.ted
Divorced
Widowed
Never Married
Don•t Know

H.

Length 0£ time separa.ted
or divorced
•

I. flbo subject was living with before placement a.t Albertina
Kerr Center: .
1. Natural mother
2. Natural father

3. :Both 1 and 2

4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

9.

i

10.

I

11.
12.

i

i

I

Stepmother
Stepfather
:Both 4 and 5
Natural mother
and stepfather
Natural father
and stepmother
Foster parents
Relatives
Institution
Other

:J::
Yes. No

J. Statutory Offense

K. Grade in school a.t time of admission
Yes lio

L.· Adopted

' ....

-

I

I

62
3

III.

Institutional Data
Few

None

"A.

Number of rona.wa.ys
during first three
months after admission

I
i

I

Living group placement

I

Never ·Seldom

c.

I

Parents (natural or
foster) involved in
treatment
Yes

I

I

Jean LY?m Sun&sidelElda

Lakin

l3.

Hant

Often

I

I

No

I

I

D.

Pre-placement Visit

E.

Length 0£ time in residence before release
.1-12.0 mo.

12.1-15.0 mo.15.1-19.0 mo.19.1 & over

1

I

I

I

i

~ ~~ ~

-

. .-.

-

I
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APPENDIX B
COMPARISON OF DELINQUENT :BEHAVIOR

u
HR
PE
LL

AE

NA
NS

EE
D

Subject Drug Use Alcohol Use Prior
Runs
yes
yes
!ew
1
yes
no
!ew
2
yes
yes
none
3·
yes
yes
many
4
many
yes
yes
5
many
no
no
6
many
no
no
7
8
yes
no
f'ew
yes
no
many
9
yes
many
10
no
many
no
11
no
12
yes
many
no
yes
yes.
many
13
no
many
no
14
yes
yes
few
15
yes
yes
ma:ny
16
no
no
few
17
many
18·
yes
no
many
yes
no
19
many
20
no
no
yes
21
no
few
yes
many
yes
22
many
yes
no
23
many
no
no
24
yes
no
many
25
1
2

PR
LE
AL

3
4

NE

6
7

NA
ES

DE

5

8
9
10
11

.~

~! ~

--=..-----....,

yes
no
yes
no
no
yes
yes
no
no

yes
yes

yes
no
no
no
no
yes
yes
no
yes
no
no

many

few
none
few
many

few
~

.many

none
many

few

Statutory

Total

Of'f'mses

no
no
no
no
no
yes
no
no
no
yes
yes
yes
no
no
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
yes
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
yes
no
no
no
no
no
no

2
1
2

3
3
2

1
1
2

:;
2

3
3
1
2

4
1

3
3
1
2

3
2
1
2

3

0
1
0

2
1

3

1
1
2
1

